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GE Medical Systems chooses storage solution from ProAct Datasystem AB

ProAct delivers storage solution to GE Medical
Systems’ ASP-service in the Nordic
Several hospitals have chosen a so called ASP solution from GE Medical Systems. The
ASP-solution means that GE Medical Systems will take care of the image
management, storage and distribution, and that the photo archive will get a practically
unlimited and secure data storage resource that is transparent to the user.

The solution handles all digital image management in the hospitals. The unique
feature of the system is that now, all imaging can be handled on disc systems that can
be very large. The approximated production for a larger hospital or county council is
up to 15 TB over a three-year period.

To be able to handle the massive need for storage, GE Medical Systems has chosen a
storage solution based on a SAN (Storage Area Network) solution from ProAct
Datasystem.

–We chose the solution from ProAct partly because it has the best price/performance
and partly because we already have a well functioning installation, says Henrik Plym-
Forshell at GE Medical Systems Information Technologies.

For customers who choose not to buy and own their IT systems, GE Medical Systems
offer storage as a service. The customer then only pays for the use of the system,
avoiding the many problems ownership of a system can involve. GE Medical Systems
guarantees integrity, security and availability to the information and performance to
re-collect the information.

– The cooperation between GE Medical Systems, which used to be ProAct Medical, and
ProAct is strong and our solutions complement each other, says Henrik Wahl, CEO
ProAct Datasystem AB.

For further information, please contact:
Henrik Wahl, Managing Director, ProAct Datasystem AB, phone: +46 8 410 666 00
e-mail: henrik.wahl@proact.se

Henrik Plym-Forshell, GE Medical Systems, phone: +46 8 559 509 55,
e-mail: henrik.plym-forshell@med.ge.com

More information and pictures on www.proact.se.

ProAct is a specialist and independent integrator with know-how, methods and products in the
field of data warehousing and infrastructure for securing mission-critical information. The
company, which is active in Denmark, Finland, Norway, Switzerland and Sweden, focuses on
large and medium-sized companies and organisations in need of secure and efficient handling of
mission-critical information.

Business is conducted in Copenhagen, Aarhus, Helsinki, Uleåborg, Oslo, Bergen, Stavanger,
Trondheim, Stockholm, Gothenburg, Linköping, Sundsvall, Lund, Karlskrona and Zurich with a
staff of 280, most of whom are technically oriented. What sets ProAct apart is the technical
expertise and competence of its personnel.

ProAct IT Group AB is listed on the O-list of the Stockholm Stock Exchange, Attract 40


